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snapdragon 23 lifting keel for sale 7 01m 23 0 1966 - the snapdragon 23 is a popular small family sailing boat and with
her lifting keel she is able to visit coastal harbours and coves at low water that most other boats can only dream about,
fairline corniche 31 for sale 9 48m 31 1 1988 - the particulars herein are intended to give a fair description of the vessel
but are not guaranteed as accurate they shall not form part of any offer or contract for the sale of the vessel, sparkman
stephens 30 for sale 9 11m 29 11 1979 - the particulars herein are intended to give a fair description of the vessel but are
not guaranteed as accurate they shall not form part of any offer or contract for the sale of the vessel, locaboat 1160 fb 3
cabins 2 heads penichette for sale 11 - penichette 1160 fb for sale in france boatshed midi canals is pleased to offer this
locaboat from 1996 for sale this cruiser ex hire boat in excellent condition and as usual with these locaboat models the
design and build are for convenience comfort and stress free cruising, colvic 23 tranquil brookscraft 23 for sale 7 30m 23
11 - the particulars herein are intended to give a fair description of the vessel but are not guaranteed as accurate they shall
not form part of any offer or contract for the sale of the vessel, beneteau first 29 for sale 9 04m 29 8 1985 - the beneteau
first 29 s perform very well and also have good accommodation to make them very suitable for cruising or racing this one
has the right set up to race with the tuff luff foresail system and a set of sails to fit it but it also has a furling unit available
with the furling genoa, maurice griffiths francis drake 37 for sale 11 37m 37 4 - this maurice griffiths francis drake design
is a lovely design it has a solid steel hull and its shape is a delight this one does require full restoration but has considerable
potential for someone looking for a classic design, bertram 66 bertram 63 extended platform for sale 20 - a classic
bertram 63 international extended to 66 with the addition of the bathing platform originally owned by dicky bertram himself
huge amounts of accommodation and a single level living deck which is all open plan, sunseeker mustang extended
transom for sale 6 60m 1989 - the particulars herein are intended to give a fair description of the vessel but are not
guaranteed as accurate they shall not form part of any offer or contract for the sale of the vessel, peel offshoreman 35 for
sale 10 67m 35 0 1971 - the particulars herein are intended to give a fair description of the vessel but are not guaranteed as
accurate they shall not form part of any offer or contract for the sale of the vessel, halmatic 880 mk ii for sale 8 80m 28 10
1979 - designed by camper nicholson and built by halmatic this powerful and well balanced motor sailer is a great family
vessel for exploring the coast rivers and creeks of plymouth the south west and beyond, fairline squadron 43 for sale 13
70m 44 11 1995 - this fairline squadron 43 is in excellent full working condition her current owner ex chief engineer has
maintained her to a high standard and the build quality of this motoryacht shows throughout the boat, how big an outboard
will fit on my boat boat trader - for powerboats bigger than 20 feet the answer to how big an outboard can my boat handle
is not so straightforward manufacturers of larger powerboats may make it easy for you by providing capacity plates or for
boats over 26 feet must provide the max hp in the owner s manual but how they arrived at those numbers is not a simple
linear measurement
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